The bond length of the octahedral molecule SeF, was found to be r,(3a) = 1.685(2) a. Mean amplitudes of vibration, measured by diffraction, were within the experimental error of those calculated from spectral data by Brunvoll. Systematic residuals in scattered intensities were examined in the light of the observation (Pulay et al., Bartell et aL) that residuals for SF, result principally from the disparity between the actual electron distribution and that of the independent atom model (IAM) of standard analyses A modified version of LAM (MIAM), retaining spherical atoms as in IAM but shifting net charge and atomic radii, somewhat in the manner of Hehre et aL, was tested. For reasons discussed, the MIAM approach worked too imperfectly to warrant routine incorporation in diffraction analyses.
INTRODUCTION
In a recent electron diffraction study of clusters of selenium hexafluoride formed by homogeneous nucleation in a supersonic jet [I, 21; it was desirable to know the precise internuclear distances and amplitudes of vibration. Therefore we undertook a diffraction investigation of SeF6 in the vapor phase because prior structure determinations [3, 41 concluded a halfcentury ago were too rudimentary for our purposes. A secondary purpose for examining the substance was sugges+ed by recent exhaustive studies [5--8-J of SF6: fairly large, reproducible intensity residuals remained even after the appreciable effect of dynamic scattering had been corrected. These residuals were traced to the difference between the actual electron distribution in the molecule and that implied by the independent atom model (IAM) used in the analysis 16, 91. While our investigation of SeF6 was under way, Hehre and co-workers [lo, 111 showed that the outer-electron density contours of molecules can be reproduced quite satisfactorily by regarding molecules as superpositions of spherical atoms. Features of this approach which differed from those of the IAM of standard diffraction refinements included shifts in charge and characteristic radius of a given atom dependent upon the molecular environment. It seemed worthwhile to test whether a simple modification of the IAM with such shifts could provide a significant 
Treatment of charge distribution

DISCUSSION
The structural parameters in Table 1 Results of the naive MIAM treatment do not engender optimism that the treatment will play a very useful role in electron diffraction. With reasonable parameters the AMMIIAM functions correlate better than randomly in magnitude and phase with experimental residuals. The results, then, suggest that in broad outline the model is correct even though in detail there are anomalies. Such a conclusion might have been anticipated from molecular orbital calculations of charge redistribution in diatomic molecules [20] and SF6 191. It is not just the surface distribution of Hehre and coworkers [lo, 111 but also the inner, bonding distribution of electrons that shapes the potential function diffracting the electron beam which probes the molecular structure. A major improvement over the IAM treatment must take this inixrior electronic structure into account. 
